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Abstract
In the course of decarbonization, interconnected systems will have to be prepared for recurring situations during which they are fed by mostly inverter-based generation. Today,
the stabilizing influence of the rotating masses directly coupled to the grid via synchronous generators on every frequency change is essential. The inherent immediate reaction
of synchronous generators on voltage-angle changes and frequency variations is called instantaneous reserve. During dynamic situations such as load or generation changes and
particularly during the first second after a system split, any active-power imbalance must
initially be compensated by instantaneous reserve.
Inherent power-electronic contributions to instantaneous reserve become essential for
future situations with abundant renewable feed-in. The generic concept of a virtual synchronous machine (VSM) includes inherent instantaneous reserve but, like for a synchronous machine, the active-power reaction of a VSM is symmetric on positive and negative frequency variations. The immanent characteristics and limitations of possible VSM-coupled
grid participants such as photovoltaic plants, storages, charging infrastructure, and different
kinds of loads are oftentimes asymmetric in this respect.
This article describes a novel concept of modifications to a generic VSM control scheme
enabling asymmetric and even unidirectional contributions to inherent instantaneous reserve. Thus modifying future converters of generators, storages, and different kinds of
loads, with an emphasis on charging systems of electric vehicles, can tap potentials unused
up to now. Thereby, increased effort (e.g., extra storage, higher ampacity of the semiconductors) for making contributions symmetric can be avoided to a great extent.
Keywords: asymmetric inertia, unidirectional inertia, instantaneous reserve, charging
infrastructure, electric vehicle, virtual synchronous machine, synchronous converter.
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Introduction

The inertia of the synchronously rotating masses of conventional generators (synchronous machines) exerts a stabilizing influence on every frequency change. This behaviour is inherent
and occurs without any delay. In a synchronous area, an ongoing frequency decay expresses an
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instantaneous active power (P) deficit whereas a rising frequency indicates a P surplus. Corresponding to direction and rapidness of the frequency change, synchronous machines store or
discharge kinetic energy and thus temporarily compensate for the instantaneous P imbalance.
The acceleration time constant TA , a value in seconds used as a measure for the instantaneous reserve realized by a certain synchronous machine relative to its rated active power Prated ,
1 is determined from the moment of inertia J for the angular velocity ω of the rotor at nominal
m
2
Jωm
frequency [1, p. 10]:
(1)
TA =
Prated
Considering TA as well as Prated of all synchronous machines in a (part of the) grid, the acceleration time constant TN of the network is a measure for the instantaneous reserve of the (part of
the) power system relative to the total demand Pdemand,total :
∑(TA,i Prated,i )
TN =
(2)
Pdemand,total
where TA,i and Prated,i are the acceleration time constant and rated power of the ith unit contributing to instantaneous reserve [1, p. 10]. The larger TN , the more extreme incidents (in
terms of relative active-power imbalance) can be tolerated without the resulting RoCoF (rate of
change of frequency) exceeding a certain range defined by the transmission system operators,
e.g. −2... + 2 Hz/s, cf. [1, p. 3].
Large active-power imbalances occur when cascading line overloads initiate a system split,
i.e. the synchronous area is split into two or more parts between which all AC lines remain
tripped. The most extreme RoCoF values occur when the disrupted power flows amount to
1/3 or more of the demand in one of the remaining parts, cf. [1]. According to experience, a
system split happens every several years for one of the peninsula-shaped peripheral parts of the
Continental-European synchronous area, such as Italy or Turkey. Moreover, extreme relative
active-power imbalances cannot be excluded to happen (very rarely) for large parts of the synchronous area, namely when a system split goes right through central parts of the interconnected
system like it has happened on 4 Nov 2006 in the Continental-European synchronous area.
In the course of decarbonization, interconnected systems will have to be prepared for recurring situations during which they are fed by mostly inverter-based generation. To adequately
cope with a system split in such situations, the availability of sufficient instantaneous reserve has
to be ensured. The most recent version of the German network development plan [3] specifies
an additional need for instantaneous reserve of 600 GWs.
Section 2 exemplarily identifies untapped potentials for asymmetric contributions to instantaneous reserve and puts their possible utilization into context. Section 3 describes constituents
of a technical solution by considering the state of the art. Building thereon, Section 4 presents
proposed modifications to a generic VSM control scheme. In Section 5, the feasibility of the
concept is demonstrated by two case studies of possible implementations. The article closes
with Conclusion and Outlook in the Sections 6 and 7.
1 Relating

TA to Prated is the pragmatic approach used by, among others, the European transmission system
operators [1, p. 10]. A smaller value of TA for a certain synchronous machine results if TA is related to the rated
2
m
apparent power Srated , and then TA = 2H, where H = 12 · SJω
is the inertia constant expressing the kinetic energy
rated
stored in rotating mass relative to Srated [2, p. 13].
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2

Untapped Potentials for Active-Power Variation

The descriptions in this section are based on the assumption that control schemes can be devised
that not only tap the potentials for power-electronic contributions to instantaneous reserve but
respect the different kinds of obvious limitations. The following considerations stake off fields
for research and development that become tangible in view of the technical approach elaborated
in the subsequent sections. The considerations correspond to many of the aspects named in the
Forschungsroadmap Systemdienstleistungen (research roadmap system services) with respect
to instantaneous reserve [4, p. 14 top right + pp. 14f line Momentanreserve].
system split disrupting P import
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operation
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Figure 1: Kinds of non-dedicated units/processes presumably predestined for asymmetric contributions
to instantaneous reserve. Lower-hanging fruits placed at the top.

Fig. 1 depicts the assumed potential of power-electronically coupled units for contributions
to instantaneous reserve, mostly asymmetric. The lowest-hanging fruits with considerably high
potential are charging systems, e.g. for electric vehicles, plug-in hybrids and the like, see Section 2.2.

2.1

Tapping the Potential for Immediate Active-Power Reduction

This subsection looks at the most evident way of participating in instantaneous reserve: The reduction of a unit’s active-power consumption (for loads) or output (for generation), respectively.
This is applicable for all kinds of units/processes shown in Fig. 1, whether they are additionally
able to increase their active power – like the charging of an electric vehicle below maximum
power – or not.
For inverter-coupled renewable generation, it is state of the art that they are able to reduce
their active-power output by up to 100 % within very few seconds in the course of LFSM-O
(limited frequency-sensitive mode – over-frequency) [1, p. 15] [5, p. 33]. In rare, extreme cases,
e.g. of a short circuit, they must be able to abruptly cut or nullify an arbitrary part of the power
inflow, which is oftentimes done via a braking chopper [6]. The remainder of this subsection
is about loads, but many of the explanations help further clarify the circumstances of abrupt
active-power reductions for feed-in units as well.
3

For power-electronically coupled loads, it is not state of the art to autonomously react on
grid events by (strongly) reducing their active-power inflow for a few seconds and afterwards
resuming normal operation. Inherent instantaneous reserve means for loads that the control
scheme of the power electronics effectuates variations in the power flowing into the DC link.
One constraint is that the controlling components still must get the power they need. And, of
course, the DC-link voltage control must not counteract these active-power variations. That
means the productive part of the load – the main process – is provided with no more and no less
than the currently available amount of DC power according to the active-power variations. It
must be ensured that the variations cannot violate the limitations of the load, e.g. the minimum
and maximum power of the main process.
Even for long-living electro-mechanical equipment, an extreme active-power reduction after
a severe system split will not happen more than a very few times during lifetime, if at all. Undergoing an abrupt strong function impairment is only admissible for kinds of loads where function
impairment does not induce more than slight cost or even endanger persons. Consequently, no
participation in instantaneous reserve is admissible for loads like 3D printers, milling machines
running in finish mode, traffic lights and moving stairways. However, on closer examination it
becomes clear that even passenger elevators and ropeways, as well as LED lighting switched off
via timing, are, in principle, suitable for participating in inherent instantaneous reserve. Kinds
of devices (other than charging processes, cooling and heating) where a short function impairment might be perceived by users ought to have an information channel (display, message app)
by which the user is informed immediately not to deem the device defective.
More and more loads have an electronic main process, i.e. their instantaneous active-power
consumption fluctuates with the workload of a CPU (central processing unit) or is highly controlled by a CPU. Those devices such as computers without UPS (uninterruptible power supply),
information displays, monitors or other computer periphery are equipped with energy-saving
mechanisms for times of low workload or inactivity. These mechanisms could be enhanced
and/or redesigned for being able to follow the AC-side active-power reductions on DC side in
real time, coordinated by the CPU that governs the control of the power supply.
During interconnected operation, e.g. in the Continental-European synchronous area, there
is an incessant demand for instantaneous reserve, however, the actually deployed active power
can be expected to fluctuate at very low levels over years compared to the maximum activepower variation the individual unit would be able to deploy. The following attributions of DCside effects to instantaneous-reserve reactions on AC-side events are purely qualitative; actual
active-power values and times will depend on the kind of DC-side load and the characteristics
of the converter.
a) Continuous frequency movements (every day): To be covered by the DC voltage link of
the power electronics for large parts of time, without affecting the DC-side load. 2
b) Larger frequency fluctuations (several times a week): Slight short-time reductions of the
DC-side power can be assumed to remain unnoticeable on most kinds of main processes;
2 The

energy deviation in the DC link is proportional to the frequency deviation if the DC link provides the
active power for instantaneous reserve with a constant TA value [7, p. 4], cf. [8, pp. 2f].
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background functions slowed down.
c) Very large contingencies (a few times per year): Function of DC-side main process slowed
down but not impaired or aborted; no damages or cost; automatic entry into system log:
’extraordinary AC power fluctuation’.
d) System split with high percentage of active-power imbalance (once in several years):
Short-time loss of function with no or justifiable collateral damage.
Whereas charging systems and other more or less flexible loads can (at least slightly) also
increase their active-power consumption (see next subsection), many kinds of units are not able
to do so but nevertheless to strongly contribute to instantaneous reserve.
Photovoltaic (PV) as well as wind generators often feed in their instantaneous technical
maximum power. They are always able to reduce their feed-in to any adequate value in the
range 100...0 % during a frequency increase.
However, on occurrence of a frequency decay, those power-electronically coupled loads
appropriately take the complementary role (in the sense of [4, p. 14 upper right, b)]) that are
able to (in an extreme case) strongly reduce their instantaneous active power.
Examples for kinds of loads predestined for such unidirectional instantaneous reserve are,
cf. lowest unit in Fig. 1, fast chargers for electric vehicles, chargers for trucks via overhead line,
milling plant, transport-system drive, LED lighting (cf. [8]), industrial drives with speed control
such as drilling, grinding, and milling machines; the latter only in rough mode, if applicable.
Furthermore loads with an electronic main process, such as computers (in the widest sense) and
their periphery, as addressed above. Besides, for some loads mentioned in the next subsection
temporary or permanent reasons might apply not to increase their active-power consumption.

2.2

Charging Processes

Concepts where storages start charging or discharging in the moment when instantaneousreserve power is needed are not in focus of this article. This is emphasized by using the notion
(running) ’charging processes’. The prime example for such kind of contribution to instantaneous reserve is the charging of all kinds of electric vehicles [9].
How much a charging process can decrease and increase its active-power consumption depends on the working point. The possibility to increase may be several times as large as the
possibility to decrease, or vice versa. In most cases, TA needs to be changed with the RoCoF
direction or to be set to zero in one direction.
Apart from the charging of batteries, charging processes in the wider sense are characterized
by some kind of storage that is being filled at some average throughput. The throughput can be
tolerated to undergo abrupt decreases and increases, the admissible strength thereof depending
on the technology and the working point. That can be utilized for contributions to instantaneous
reserve.
Examples for devices performing charging processes of chemical, gravitational-potential,
kinetic or thermal ’storages’ are, cf. 5th unit in Fig. 1, electrolyser with self-commutated converter, pump storage in pump mode, many kinds of drives, pumps and fluid flow engines, heat
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pumps [10], air conditioning (cf. [11]), refrigeration with inverter (cf. [12]), induction cookers
(private and commercial), microwave ovens. It is not far-fetched to assume that the contributions of all ’charging processes’ to instantaneous reserve in both directions will prove to be
rarely equally strong but mostly of similar order of magnitude.

3
3.1

Constituents of a Technical Solution
Instantaneous Reserve by Virtual Synchronous Machines

A 4-quadrant voltage-source inverter with a control scheme enabling it to behave electrically as
if it had synchronously rotating mass [13, pp. 18f] is called grid forming or in German spannungseinprägend (voltage impressing). In research, such inverters are proposed for feed-in [14]
[15], storage [16] [9], and special kinds of loads equipped with a 4-quadrant inverter [17] [18],
e.g., for reactive-power control. Beside the use of the mentioned adjectives, the notion ’synchronous converter’ (German: Synchronstromrichter) has been brought up in project meetings
of the German project Netzregelung 2.0 (cf. Section 8) as a generic term, analogous to synchronous machine. Whereas the mentioned adjectives stipulate the ability of acting as an AC
voltage source, a synchronous converter might also well be rectifier hardware (e.g. Vienna Rectifier [19] [20] [21]) hosting a control scheme for inherent instantaneous reserve. An important
part of the power-electronically coupled kinds of units considered in Section 2 are three-phase
or single-phase [9] loads.
’Virtual synchronous machine’ (VSM) [22, pp. 10f] [23] is one category of control schemes
realized by software that can be used to design synchronous converters based on state-of-the-art
converter hardware. Another one is ’SelfSync’ [22, pp. 5ff]. VSM control schemes let feed-in
inverters as well as power-electronically connected loads (e.g. with Vienna Rectifier [21]) and
storage contribute inherent instantaneous reserve.
The key elements of a VSM control, see Fig. 2, are
• the virtual AC voltage source V virt , equipped with emulated inherent inertia and maintaining its own frequency fvirt , voltage angle, and amplitude,
• the virtual impedance Z virt =Rvirt+jXvirt establishing a significant voltage-angle difference between V virt and the PWM voltage V PWM (pulse width modulation).
The active-power imbalance is
∆P = Pset − Pmeas
(3)
with Pset being the active-power setpoint. In this article, a positive sign of ∆P always indicates
Converter with VSM

Pmeas+jQmeas
Z grid
V grid V PCC

Z LCL

I meas
V PWM

Z virt V virt

Hardware Software

Figure 2: Principle of a VSM, universally applicable to generators and loads (one-phase equivalent
circuit, generator view of the converter)
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a positive active-power imbalance, resulting in a positive acceleration of fvirt . Fig. 2 adopts the
generator view but can easily be interpreted for a load converter as well. Pset and Pmeas have
negative values then, and fvirt accelerates if |Pmeas|>|Pset|.

∆P

TA

x
÷

ḟvirt

1
s

fvirt

Figure 3: Frequency-adaption mechanism of a VSM, to be understood in p.u. quantities (per unit)

The instantaneous frequency and RoCoF gaugeable in the grid dynamically differ from fvirt and
f˙virt of V virt in the VSM, see Fig. 3. fvirt is the output of an integrator, consequently f˙virt is its
input. Determined from continuous active-power measurement, f˙virt in Hz/s is calculated as:
∆P frated
·
(4)
f˙virt =
Prated TA
When the voltage angle of V PCC (point of common coupling) changes, e.g. at the beginning of a
frequency variation, the power flow Pmeas through Z virt changes accordingly. On occurrence of
a negative RoCoF, a feed-in VSM inherently acts towards increasing its |Pmeas| whereas a load
VSM acts towards decreasing its |Pmeas|. For a positive RoCoF, it’s vice versa.
Throughout this article, beside synchronous converters of storages only those synchronous
converters of feed-in units or power-electronically coupled loads are of interest that do not have
access to some kind of storage and do not restrict their contributions to instantaneous reserve
to energy variations in the DC-link capacitor. On occurrence of strong frequency movements,
those units will experience variations of the instantaneous active power associated with their
main purpose, cf. Section 2. Every unit (feed-in, load, storage) has active-power limits that
must be taken into account when deciding about the control reserves, a positive and a negative
P value. Based on eq. (4), TA can be calculated as:
TA =

|∆Pmax|
frated
·
˙
Prated | fvirt,max|

(5)

f˙virt,max is the strongest expected RoCoF in the grid. ∆Pmax is the active-power reserve available
for instantaneous reserve; since a standard VSM can only have one uniform TA , |∆Pmax| must
represent the weaker of the two reserves. In case of a RoCoF beyond | f˙virt,max|, the active-power
variation of the synchronous converter needs to be actively limited.

3.2

Asymmetric VSM Operation

Many kinds of feed-in units and loads would be able to easily and quickly reduce their active
power but not or only with significant effort to increase it, cf. [24, S. 67ff]. Consequently, a
large control reserve leading to a large TA ought to be allotted for one RoCoF direction and –
if additional effort and cost is to be avoided – only a small or no control reserve for the other,
leading to a small TA or to TA = 0 according to eq. (5). Consequences in the face of Fig. 3 are
considered and solved in Section 4.
Standard VSM control schemes do not support asymmetric contributions to instantaneous
reserve, i.e. differing TA values for the two RoCoF directions. Therefore, only uniform small
7

control reserves can be used where limitations are asymmetric. This would possibly leave
most of technically available reserves unused. It is far from trivial to modify a standard VSM
control scheme in order to respect asymmetric control reserves where one of the complementary
reserves is only a very small fraction of the other or to realize TA = 0 for one RoCoF direction.
In Section 4, a technical approach is described that allows for asymmetric VSM operation.
The term ’virtual synchronous machine’ in its narrower sense is no longer applicable to the
control schemes governing such an asymmetrically-acting converter, because its behaviour does
no longer follow any of the synchronous-machine models being used for VSMs. The generic
term ’synchronous converter’, see Section 3.1, still applies. Nevertheless, the term VSM is still
used in this article, implying that at the core of the synchronous converter a VSM in the narrower
sense is working, which is actually correct for the described approach: The modifications of the
VSM control scheme encapsulate the core VSM control scheme.

3.3

State of Research

During the last years, many researchers have developed enhancements to basic VSM principles.
The approach described in this article can be characterized by the following aims and mechanisms:
1. It aims at a dynamic adaption of the emulated inertia, i.e. of TA .
2. It aims at respecting power limits of the process(es) connected to the DC link without
using an additional storage.
3. It uses a manipulation of the basic ∆P calculation eq. (3).
4. It uses a dynamic adaption of the virtual impedance Z virt in Fig. 2.
There are publications aiming at improvements similar to those described in this article and/or
using similar or the same mechanisms. Individual publications investigate no more than one or
two of the above-mentioned four aspects.
1. The dynamic adaption of the emulated inertia, with the aim of increasing transient stability, can be found in literature starting with [25] and [26], where the moment of inertia
J is changed between a large and a small value, based on the deviation from the nominal
frequency and the derivation of the frequency of the machine. In subsequent research, this
so-called interval-based approach [27] is modified with respect to damping [28] [29] [14]
[27], to small-signal stability [30], to initial synchronization [31], to thresholds for adaption [32], and to following the centre-of-inertia frequency [33]. Another approach using a
dynamic adaption of inertia aims at a sufficient stability margin by applying online gridimpedance measurement [34]. Further approaches using dynamic adaptions of inertia and
damping aim at containing the control effort by applying a linear quadratic regulator [35]
[36] or address the performance during different dynamic situations [37] [38] [39]. Another
approach [40] uses dynamic adaptions of inertia and Q(U) droop for improving the voltage
stability.
2. For respecting power limits while operating a VSM, different approaches can be found in
literature. In [41], a PV plant is operated below the maximum power point (MPP) in order
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to be able to follow negative RoCoFs. In [42], the energy for participating in instantaneous
reserve is taken out of the central DC-link capacitor of a hybrid AC/DC grid. In order
to keep the capacitor voltage within limits of normal operation, the inertia is dynamically
adjusted, and the principle of adjustment leads to very small inertia in the course of extreme
contingencies.
3. A manipulation of the basic ∆ P calculation is used for different purposes in many publications. For implementing a consensus-based contribution to frequency restoration, an integral
of ∆P is negatively fed back into the ∆P calculation in [43] with its follow-up [44] and also
in [45]. For limiting the inverter current during short circuit, the P setpoint in [46] respectively the measured P in [47] get adapted values during low terminal voltage. For shaping the
active-power output during transients, a fraction of dP/dt is added to ∆P in [48]. For shaping the transient performance, a feedback value is added to the result of the ∆P calculation
as part of a novel control method proposed in [49] together with [50]. For implementing a
nonlinear adaptive robust control strategy, ∆P is modified in [15] by values calculated from
the frequency and rotor angle. For stabilizing transient behaviour, a sign change of ∆P is invoked in [51] under certain circumstances. For improving transient stability, ∆P is modified
in [52] by an additional power term and auxiliary inertia. For improving small-signal stability, ∆P is modified in [53] by a frequency and a power feedback. For continually restoring a
short-term storage to the desired state of charge, [54] manipulates the ∆P calculation.
4. A dynamic adaption of the virtual impedance is used in literature for different purposes.
[55], [56] and [57] use an adaptive virtual impedance for an appropriate reactive-power sharing. In [58], the virtual inductance is dynamically adapted for achieving an adequate transient load sharing with a synchronous generator. For fault-current limiting and an improved
transient stability, [59] uses an adaptive virtual impedance. [60] adapts the virtual inductor
to reduce the P-Q power coupling. A dynamic virtual impedance is introduced in [61] to
emulate the damping mechanism of a synchronous generator.
5. Combinations: [62], [63] and [16] use adaptive inertia and a virtual-impedance control
strategy to improve transient stability. [64] adjusts the inertia based on the state of charge of
a VSM-controlled battery to respect energy limits of the battery. In [65], the inertia constant
H, cf. footnote 1 to eq. (1), is adapted whenever an active-power limit or energy limit takes
a new value. H is used as a uniform value for both RoCoF directions, hence no special
approach is proposed for utilizing the differing P ranges resulting from strongly asymmetric
P limits like PV generation operated at the MPP and having no additional storage. An activepower limiter is presented in [66] together with [67], modifying the calculation of ∆P as
well as the voltage angle of the PWM. The presented laboratory results and the explanations
in [67] make clear that the active-power limiter takes around 300 ms to bring an over- or
undershoot back into the limited range. This would be too slow for an application in the
context of inherent instantaneous reserve.
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4

Proposed Modifications of the VSM Control Scheme

This section explains modifications of the generic VSM control scheme that we propose to
make its inherent behaviour as asymmetric as necessary. Thereby, the intrinsic capabilities of
units such as PV plants, heat pumps, battery storage, electric vehicles, etc., can be fully utilized
for asymmetric contributions to instantaneous reserve. Perspectively, sufficient positive and
negative control reserves can be aggregated from all these contributions. Technical reasons for
maintaining a symmetry of the total reserves do not exist.
A pseudo solution for realizing asymmetry would be to dynamically switch TA between one
large and one small value. A look at Fig. 3, where TA is the denominator, makes clear that
very small TA values – let alone TA=0 – would introduce a high gain into the control loop and
thus deteriorate stability. The actual modifications of the control scheme are shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 3, which has been explained in Section 3.1, is part of it at the bottom right, but TA has been
replaced by TAmax being defined as follows. Asymmetric inertia goes along with one positive
and one negative control reserve having different absolute values one of which may be 0. The
corresponding two TA values result from applying eq. (5) to both reserves. TAmax is the larger
TA and remains unchanged in Fig. 4 when the smaller TA becomes effective. Subsequently, it is
explained how the mechanisms of Fig. 4 change the actually effective TA value.

x

-1

÷

relative
change
of Xvirt

adapXvirt

x
x
x
x
PT1
+

Pset

+

factor of
asymmetry 0...1
signcheck
∈ {0;1}

∆P

-

TAmax

Pmeas

x
÷

f˙virt

1
s

fvirt

Figure 4: Modified VSM control scheme for asymmetric VSM operation. Universal VSM with ∆P
calculation according to eq. (3) and Pset ≤ 0 if used for a load.

4.1

Modification of the ∆ P Calculation

If the synchronous converter is to be operated asymmetrically, the block ’signcheck’ in Fig. 4
checks the sign of ∆P. Its output becomes 1 if the sign corresponds to the case where a reduced TA or TA=0 is assigned, and only then the triple multiplier is activated. The factor of
asymmetry is explained in Section 4.3 and has a value of 1 here. The output of the multiplier,
which becomes unequal 0 now, is to be understood as a correction value used to change the
calculation of ∆P via a P-T1 element with a time constant T < 2 ms for algebraic decoupling
and stability. The thus established feedback loop realizes an actual TA=0 and can be thought of
as a manipulation of the P setpoint until Pmeas equals the original Pset .
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Remark: Small enhancements to this mechanism not being in focus of this article can enforce arbitrary active-power limits. Lower and upper limits Plower ≤ Pset ≤ Pupper can be respected during unexpectedly strong RoCoFs – see the explanations to eq. (5) – while maintaining all
synchronous-converter properties.

4.2

Dynamic Adaption of the Virtual Reactance

On occurrence of a voltage-angle step at the PCC, the voltage-angle difference between V PCC
and V virt (cf. Fig. 2) jumps to a new value, causing the VSM to adjust the current through Z virt
accordingly, leading to a changed Pmeas . Realizing TA=0 or a very small TA by only the mechanism shown in Section 4.1 leads to large variations of ∆P, active-power oscillations and/or a
slow adaption of Pmeas to the desired value. In order to avoid all that, the virtual reactance Xvirt
.
is modified – for active current only – following a relative adaption value adapXvirt = − P∆P
set
adapXvirt > 0 increases Xvirt , adapXvirt < 0 decreases it. By combining this mechanism with
the feedback loop of ∆P from Section 4.1, a synchronous converter can return very quickly
(< 30 ms) to its original Pset after a large event in the grid, e.g. a system split, cf. Section 5.

4.3

Factor of Asymmetry

All cases considered in this Section 4 have in common that in one RoCoF direction the full
control reserve represented by TAmax shall be provided. The other RoCoF direction has TA = 0
if the factor of asymmetry shown in Fig. 4 has the value 1. If the factor of asymmetry is set to a
value < 1, the effective TA for the other direction becomes TAmax · (1 − factor of asymmetry).
A typical example for this can be the charging process of an electric vehicle. Usually, the
charging power is not in the middle between the maximum and minimum charging power Pmax
and Pmin , so the control reserves have a different size in each direction of a RoCoF. By using
this asymmetry factor, the different reserves can be utilized to their respective full extent. The
operating principle of the asymmetry factor is that it loops back a reduced ∆P and not the full
∆P. Thereby, only part of the active-power change corresponding to the RoCoF is supressed.
Numerical Example:
A charging station with synchronous converter has a working point of |Pset|= 0.35 p.u., with
|Pmax|= 0.5 p.u. and Pmin = 0 p.u. Hence, the positive control reserve (|P| reduction) is 0.35 p.u.
and the negative control reserve is 0.15 p.u. Using a generic VSM control scheme without
modifications would restrict the synchronous converter to having symmetric control reserves
of ±0.15 p.u., and eq. (5) would yield TA = 3.75 s if strongest RoCoFs of ±2 Hz/s are assumed.
This would neglect the potential of the larger active-power reserve. However, utilizing the factor
of asymmetry of 1 − 0.15/0.35 ≈ 0.57 would allow to associate TA = TAmax = 8.75 s with the
positive control reserve. Doing so, the synchronous converter can make full use of both reserves.
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5

Feasibility Study

For demonstrating the basic feasibility of the approach, typical applications of the asymmetric
operating options according to Sections 2.1 and 2.2 were modelled and simulated. The EMT
(electromagnetic transient) simulations have been carried out in Simulink/SimScape using an
averaged model for the power-electronic switches. This section describes the simulations and
evaluates their results.
opens/closes at t = 0.65 s (see text)

ZL
opens at t = 0 s
(system split)

PL1

ZL
resistive loads

load
converter 1

Z L·kring1
PF

2·Z L

feed-in
converter

Z L·kring2
PL2
2·Z L

load
converter 2

Figure 5: Grid section used in the feasibility study

All simulation settings, see below, have in common that they use the grid section in Fig. 5
with three synchronous converters, one used for feed-in and two for loads, plus a switchable
resistive load. In contrast to VSM models using a P( f ) damping [48, p. 5] [56, pp. 581f] [58,
p. 1224], the model used for designing the modifications in Section 4 and for the feasibility
study is based on a generic model without immanent P( f ) behaviour, 3 realizing the damping
via modification of the voltage angle of V PWM [22, pp. 10f] [46, p. 60] [24, p. 121].
Two case studies were chosen to represent the following:
Case 1 ’unidirectional’: power-electronically coupled generation and load that can only reduce their P, cf. Section 2.1; see results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
Case 2 ’bidirectional’: the situation that bidirectional but asymmetric instantaneous reserve is
only contributed by two power-electronically coupled loads whereas the generation in
the grid section has no inertia, cf. Section 2.2; see results in Fig. 8.
Each of the two case studies has one situation with a negative and one with a positive activepower imbalance after the system split, resulting in a negative or positive RoCoF, respectively.
Variations to the simulation settings have been introduced by using different voltage levels and
line lengths as seen in Table 1. Simulations for Case 1 and Case 2 have been performed with
• the voltages and line types from Table 1, to show the ability of coping with large activepower imbalances on all levels,
• the base line length and 1/10 of it, to vary the extension of the grid,
3 If

required, general or selective P( f ) behaviour (e.g. LFSM-O) can easily be activated.
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• both rings open or one or both rings closed with kring1,2 ∈ {0.1; 0.0001}, to vary the electrical distances between the converters.
0.4
20
110
110
400
cable
cable
cable
overhead line
overhead line
NAYY 4x240SE NA2XS2Y 1×500 RM it N2XS2Y 1x630RM/35 it 2x Al/St 435(55) 4x Al/St 265/35
0 . 0 3 3 + j00 . 2 6 0 0.027+j0.253
Impedance per unit (Ω/km) 0.126+j0.080
0.068+j0.102
0.031+j0.126
base line length (km)
0.4
11.1
47.4
47.4
141.9
Voltage level (kV)
Line type

Table 1: Combinations of simulation settings chosen for the feasibility study

The simulation results that are shown in the following were conducted with unshortened 110 kV
overhead lines and both rings being open. Thereby, settings have been chosen whose results are
among those with the strongest undesirable effects in terms of frequency and power deviations
from the ideal case and less-quick decay of oscillations. The entirety of investigated combinations of settings cover a broad range of application, so the results are significant regarding the
basic feasibility of the proposed VSM control.
The simulation design is oriented at showing the pure effects of the novel approach, hence
no continuously-working P( f ) mechanisms like primary control or LFSM-O are implemented.
Each simulation starts with a system split: At t = 0 s, the grid section is disconnected from the
interconnected grid, and the resulting active-power imbalance initiates a steep frequency slope.
At t = 0.5 s, the frequency deviation reaches ±1 Hz since the converter units are parameterized
(see Table 2) in a way that the grid encounters a RoCoF of ±2 Hz/s to evaluate the most critical
case for a RoCoF [1, p. 3]. After additional 150 ms, in case of a negative RoCoF, a simplified
one-stage UFLS mechanism (under-frequency load shedding) becomes effective, i.e. a part of
the resistive load is shed 0.65 s after the system split. In case of a positive RoCoF, an additional
load is connected at the same point in time to contain the frequency.
Mode
all
symmetric
unidirectional
inertia
(Case 1)

bidirectional
inertia
(Case 2)

Parameter
Pset
TA

feed-in converter
0.915 p.u.
2.31 s

load converter 1
-0.15 p.u.
2.31 s

load converter 2
-0.35 p.u.
2.31 s

TA
RoCoF up

7.2 s

0

0

TA
RoCoF down

0

2.05 s

4.8 s

TA
RoCoF up

0

2.2 s

5.8 s

TA
RoCoF down

0

5.1 s

2.5 s

case: more load
than generation
case: more generation
than load

P load
preswitch

P load
postswitch

0.73 p.u.

0.35 p.u.

0.1 p.u.

0.45 p.u.

Table 2: Used parameters for active-power setpoints and TA in the feasibility study

Results for Case 1 ’unidirectional’: Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the frequency and the active power
of exemplary simulations with unidirectionally-acting synchronous converters. For the sake
of clarity, the two load converters are cumulated in these figures. Solid lines represent the
unidirectionally-acting converters. For reference, dotted lines indicate results for the same grid
and resistive load but with symmetrically-acting VSMs having the same power setpoints.
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virt. frequency in Hz
PCC frequency in Hz
active power in p.u.
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Figure 6: Virtual frequencies of the synchronous converters (top), frequencies at the PCCs (center), and
active power for Case 1 having more load than generation after the system split with unidirectionallyacting VSMs (solid) and symmetrically-acting VSMs (dotted) for comparison

In the top plot of Fig. 6, the internal frequencies of the synchronous converters are shown
whereas in the centre plot the PCC frequencies are shown (cf. Fig. 2). At the bottom, the active power for the feed-in converter, the accumulated load converters and the resistive load is
shown. All plots of the PCC frequencies in Fig. 6 through Fig. 8 have peaks starting at the moments t = 0 s and t = 0.65 s. These result from the way in which the frequency-measurement
PLLs (phase-locked loops) track rapid voltage-angle changes – which are stronger when the
mechanisms described in Section 4 set in.
Whereas there are no important differences in the frequency behaviours between the symmetrically and the unidirectionally operated VSMs, the active power behaves differently as expected. During the negative RoCoF, the feed-in converter has an effective TA = 0 and deviates
from the reference case by not increasing its power (except for the little peak at t = 0 s). The
load converters on the other hand decrease their power more than in the symmetric case, covering the entire power imbalance. The load is shed at t = 0.65 s in order to contain the frequency.
A positive RoCoF results. The active-power consumptions of the load converters return to their
original values whereas the feed-in converter reduces its active power slightly. If the converters
had a conventional control, the grid would have collapsed after the system split.
The deviations between the internal frequencies of the load and feed-in converters after the
load shedding are caused by the change of roles between them with respect to the exertion of
inertia. 300 ms after the load shedding, the frequencies cross and are converging.
Fig. 7 shows how the unidirectionally-acting synchronous converters of Case 1 cope with a
positive active-power imbalance after a system split, leading to a positive RoCoF. Compared to
Fig. 6 the roles are now swapped: With an effective TA = 0, the load converters keep their active
power unchanged after the system split while the feed-in converter provides all the necessary
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Figure 7: Frequencies at the PCCs and active power for Case 1 having more generation than load after
the system split with unidirectionally-acting VSMs (solid) and symmetrically-acting VSMs (dotted) for
comparison

PCC frequency in Hz

50
49.5
49
48.5
1

active power in p.u.

active power in p.u.

PCC frequency in Hz

instantaneous reserve by lowering its active power. When the consumption of the resistive load
is increased to contain the frequency after 0.65 s, the RoCoF direction changes and, similar to
before, the feed-in and load converters switch roles with respect to the exertion of inertia.
In Fig. 7, the peak in the active power of the load converters at the moment of the system split
is stronger when compared to the corresponding peak of the feed-in converter in Fig. 6. This
is due to the fact that the two load converters are cumulated and are actually two converters.
Hence, the individual peaks are lower in their amplitude and not a large deviation from the ideal
case.
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Figure 8: Frequencies at the PCCs and active power after the system split for Case 2 with a constantpower feed-in converter and bidirectionally but asymmetrically operated load VSMs. Left: more load
than generation after system split. Right: more generation than load after system split.

Results for Case 2 ’bidirectional’: Fig. 8 shows the exemplary results for the case study with
bidirectionally but asymmetrically operated load converters. The feed-in converter is set to
provide an almost constant active-power output by changing the signcheck block from Fig. 4 to
a constant 1 and thus suppressing active-power variations in either direction. The parameterization of the load converters is oriented at the introductory example for the use of the asymmetry
factor given in Section 4.3: Load converter 1 has a setpoint of |Pset|= 0.15 p.u. and load con15

verter 2 has |Pset|= 0.35 p.u. whereas both have Pmin = 0 p.u. and |Pmax|= 0.5 p.u. Hence, both
have a smaller reserve of 0.15 p.u. and a larger reserve of 0.35 p.u. but with different signs. On
occurrence of a frequency slope, the one load converter where the larger reserve is associated
with the sign of the RoCoF will use its TAmax , whereas the other load converter will make its
reduced TA effective. Based on the ratio of the available control reserves for instantaneous
reserve, the factor of asymmetry results to be 1− 0.15
0.35 ≈ 0.57 for both load converters.
Fig. 8 shows the results for the negative power imbalance after the system split on the left
side and the results for the positive power imbalance on the right side. What can be seen easily
is the constant output power of the feed-in converter except the moments of the system split and
the load step. Looking at the load converters, the effect of the asymmetry factor can be seen. In
the results shown on the left side, the asymmetry factor is used by load converter 1. It does not
decrease its power as much as load converter 2.
The opposite case for the use of the asymmetry factor can be seen on the right side: Since
load converter 2 has the smaller reserve for that RoCoF direction, load converter 2 does not
increase its power as much as load converter 1, which has a larger active-power reserve in that
direction. After the load is switched and the direction of the RoCoF changes, the converter that
exerted inertia regulary reduces its effective TA whereas the converter that had its effective TA
reduced returns to its TAmax . That becomes perceptible in each of the two active-power diagrams
as a qualitative difference by comparing the beginnings and ends of the corresponding activepower graphs in a magnified view.
These results show that unidirectionally operated VSMs and bidirectionally but asymmetrically operated VSMs fulfil the expectations with respect to the provision of inherent instantaneous reserve.

6

Conclusion

A modification of a generic VSM control scheme is proposed and its working principles as well
as its effects are described. Its implementation in future VSMs of feed-in inverters, different
kinds of power-electronically coupled loads, and storage opens the perspective of tailoring contributions to instantaneous reserve to the characteristics and – oftentimes situation-dependent –
power limitations of the different units. Thereby, tapping the full potential for contributions to
instantaneous reserve by all kinds of power-electronic units gets within reach. Thus focusing
on smart control, efforts for symmetric provision of instantaneous reserve can be minimized.
In order to cope with the most extreme contingencies, large portions of generation and consumption side must be enabled to contribute instantaneous reserve by – eventually strong –
variations of their own active power. In the interconnected grid, participating in instantaneous
reserve involves only slight active-power differences over years. Most of the corresponding
slight amounts of energy can be expected to be covered by the DC-link capacitor of the converter. Large contingencies happen rarely, and even the energy drawn by a worst-case system
split is way below one per mille of the energy throughput of the unit per hour. Given the short
time scale, the outcome is not at all perceptible on charging/cooling/heating applications. For
16

the other cases, a constructive perspective is: Letting a productively used device undergo a sudden short interruption of its normal function every several years actually might be an attractive
techno-economical trade-off. It is reasonable to minimize the cost of preventing blackouts, and
load shedding (for tens of minutes) is one of the established measures today.
Applications in the fields of charging, cooling, and heating can easily follow power fluctuations and are the low-hanging fruits for minimizing costs and optimizing the use of resources
for future instantaneous reserve. After 2030, more and longer situations are to be expected
where the instantaneous reserve necessary for the most extreme cases, i.e. to avoid blackouts in
large percentages of Continental Europe, can by far not be covered by synchronous machines.
Co-utilizing non-dedicated units like sketched in Section 2 can save a considerable amount of
capital expenditure for dedicated machinery such as powerful storages and permanently coupled
synchronous condensers with inertia.

7

Outlook

In order to actually realize the potential for instantaneous reserve by power-electronically coupled loads and generation, the following is still necessary:
The dynamic Xvirt adaption needs to be optimized using methods of control theory. Operation of synchronous converters following the design principles outlined in this paper together
with conventional feed-in inverters, synchronous and induction machines as well as various
kinds of power-electronic loads is to be investigated in detail. Furthermore, the control concepts
presented here and investigated in simulation must be validated in a laboratory environment and
subsequent field tests.
Finally, an appropriate regulatory framework must facilitate the implementation of synchronous converters featuring asymmetric contributions to instantaneous reserve by sufficient
loads and renewable generators to cope with the decrease of conventional sources of instantaneous reserve expected in the future.
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